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9I ARTICLES I 

The Urban 
Heritage of the 
Soviet Regime 
The Case of Riga, 
Latvia 
Sigurd Grava 

The Soviet regime of the former USSR instituted 
and maintained steady programs toward a reor- 
ganization of the urban environment according 
to a political ideology and attempted to solve the 
usual array of urban problems by placing the in- 
terests of the state above those of the individual. 
Some of these efforts were successful, but most 
went astray through mismanagement, lack of re- 
sources, passive resistance by residents, dislo- 
cated priorities, or fundamentally faulty as- 
sumptions and objectives. For a half-century 
Riga, Latvia - capital of a republic and a regional 
center - experienced all the pressures of Soviet 
urban policy. This article focuses on the sectors 
where the differences from Western practices 
were particularly striking. 

Grava is a professor of urban planning at  Columbia Uni- 
versity and directs that graduate program. He is also a 
vice president and technical director for planning at  
Parsons Brinckerhoff, an international engineering and 
planning firm. He has monitored and written about ur- 
ban development in the Soviet Union since the early 
1970s as a member of technical exchange programs, 
professional seminars, and inspection visits. He is now 
a consultant to the municipal government of Riga and 
participates in the ongoing efforts to restructure the 
planning process and rethink Riga’s urban needs. 

Journal of the American Planning Association, Vol. 59, No. 
1, Winter 1993. OAmerican Planning Association, Chi- 
cago, IL. 

Political systems, particularly those with a strong ideo- 
logical base and that are in power for a long period, 
leave their mark on cities and the built environment. 
Most democratically elected governments with a free 
market economy do not deliberately impose a structure 
on the urban environment or express political concepts 
through the construction of specific facilities. There are, 
of course, prominent features in the urban patterns of 
democratic societies, such as commercial strips and fed- 
eral buildings, but these are regarded as “natural” arti- 
facts, deriving from basic economic and social forces. 
Totalitarian regimes, however, seek total dominance over 
the living and working environments and the educational, 
entertainment, cultural, and recreational spheres. The 
population has to see the tangible fruits of the political 
regime and has to experience life in the correct setting 
to be transformed eventually into correct acting and 
thinking citizens. Kafka and Orwell were chillingly per- 
ceptive in the evocative and frightening urbanism of their 
visionary nightmares. 

In recent history, both Hitler and Mussolini launched 
building programs to express their political concepts in 
physical and spatial form, but these regimes did not last 
long enough to leave a very significant legacy (Frank 
1983; 1987; Harlander and Fehl 1986). More recent dic- 
tators of less powerful countries have not had much of 
an urban organizational vision beyond building a presi- 
dential palace and a wide boulevard to the airport. The 
socialist regimes are another story. In power for much 
of the twentieth century, they certainly have tried to re- 
form society and its operations, including the basic urban 
configuration. China is one such major example (Mur- 
phey 1980; Ma and Hauten 198 1; Kirkby 1985; Sit 1949).’ 

The Soviet regime centered in Moscow, in particular, 
persistently pursued urban restructuring efforts over a 
long time. Until recently, Westerners knew little about 
this phenomenon. Most outside observers were handi- 
capped by not knowing Russian and having little access 
to the people. Site visits were officially conducted tours 
of selected and stage-managed places. Soviet authors, 
particularly if their works appeared in a Western lan- 
guage, primarily served a political purpose, describing 
and analyzing not fact, but “what should be.”’ Readers 
were easily misled, particularly regarding qualitative in- 
terpretations of the Soviet urban situation. The sordidness 
of daily life in Soviet cities, as revealed fully during the 
past few years, stands in sharp contrast to the urban pic- 
ture painted by official sources over several decades. 

Now that the former satellite states of Eastern Europe 
have broken loose, and the pieces of the Soviet Union 
are in a state of political, economic, and social turmoil 
with the only certainty being the discrediting of the Com- 
munist party, stock can be taken of the regime’s urban 
heritage. Decisions must be made concerning changes 
to the built environment and the pace of change. These 
issues are particularly acute in the Baltic states of Estonia, 
Latvia, and Lithuania, which were fully part of the Soviet 
Union (unlike Hungary, Poland, and East Germany), but 
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are now politically independent and have to reorganize 
their systems and institutions to try to catch up with Cen- 
tral Europe. This is the case in Riga, Latvia’s capital, 
where for a half-century, the Soviet regime exerted full 
influence. 

Features of Soviet City Planning 
The various elements of the Soviet urban heritage do 

not necessarily require a grand reform plan. An incre- 
mental and phased approach appears to be quite appro- 
priate. These cities do function somehow. Soviet rule 
even generated several positive and useful features- 
greenbelts and an emphasis on comprehensive and long- 
range planning. Many aspects lend themselves to adap- 
tation, frequently because radical changes are econom- 
ically infeasible. Other features, however, are beyond 
redemption and salvage, requiring immediate removal 
or replacement. 

The USSR shaped and built its cities according to the 
following basic concepts, which determined urban struc- 
ture, the provision of services, and the location of facil- 
ities: 

The Communist party was the originator, the prime 
mover, and the monitor of all activities. It was the su- 
preme authority and the conscience of society. Much 
has been said about the dual subordination of city en- 
terprises to the local municipal government and the 
central respective ministry in Moscow, but in truth 
there was a third subordination-to the party-among 
unequal participants. If something worked well, the 
party took full credit; if something did not, the local 
government was blamed for not understanding or car- 
rying out the vision of the party. 
Political ideology determined the physical shape of the 
city and its components. This environment, through its 
kindergartens, communal dining halls, parade and rally 
grounds, and obedient mass media, was to shape the 
mentality and behavior of the people. 
All activities were for the benefit of the state, not the 
individual, to create a homogeneous, classless society 
with no visible disparities. Men and women were to 
emerge as unselfish, internationalist, dedicated, indus- 
trious, and cultured Soviets. 
All land was owned by the state; there was no market 
value, and, hence, no location variances or advantages 
due to market forces. There were no real estate taxes 
or other carrying charges that might influence place- 
ment of facilities. Only communal or public bodies 
could make development decisions. 
Centralized planning allocated primary resources on a 
five- or one-year basis. The predetermined balance be- 
tween supply and demand precluded modifications and 
adjustments along the way. Municipalities, however, 
were still responsible for almost all housekeeping and 
service duties, including the acquisition and distribution 
of food, manufacture of consumer products, and man- 
agement of recreational facilities and open space. 

The interests of the Soviet state were supreme and were 
expressed through all-union ministries (see Glossary) 
and superministries (state committees). Defense, inter- 
nal security, heavy industry, and political indoctrination 
had unquestionable dominance over local interests. 
Thus, industrial development always superseded the 
local service and residential needs. 
Rigid hierarchies were considered desirable mecha- 
nisms for achieving order. Significant privileges and 
authority came with rank. This applied to individuals 
and to enterprises. In all sectors, managerial leadership 
came first not from competent professionals, but from 
interchangeable, politically reliable members of the 
nomenklatura (see Glossary). 

These conditions were in force more or less until Au- 
gust 199 1. Then, suddenly, the Communist party was 
outlawed, Gosplan (the state committee for overall plan- 
ning) was dissolved, the central government collapsed, 
and republics left the union. Further changes in govern- 
ment mechanisms are bound to follow. Inexperienced 
economists are trying to define land values for parcels 
being placed on the market; production and distribution 
enterprises seek private purchasers; and programs are 
being developed to convert millions of public apartments 
into privately owned homes. 

What will happen to the cities heavily influenced by 
the Soviet regime and how will they be restructured? 
Some answers might emerge from a review of the various 
aspects of USSR urban theory and practice3 as they were 
applied in Riga, L a t ~ i a . ~  

Riga’s Growth and Development 
Riga is on the Baltic Sea, about 250 miles southeast 

of Stockholm, at the mouth of the Daugava River (known 
in the West as Dvina), which has been a major penetration 
route into the large land mass of extreme Eastern Europe 
since ancient times. Tribal settlements existed here long 
before the city of Riga was founded in 1201 by the Teu- 
tonic invaders and colonizers who subjugated the indig- 
enous populations. 

Riga assumed considerable prominence during the 
Middle Ages as a Hansa town, being a key member of 
this dominant North European trade league in the fif- 
teenth century. The old town of Riga is still the metro- 
politan core, with the historical street pattern intact and 
many buildings surviving the wars and fires that have 
punctuated the city’s history. There is a tradition of and 
much experience in rebuilding districts and restoring 
buildings when resources and politics have permitted. 

Old Riga assumed its present shape during the four- 
teenth to sixteenth centuries. This district covers 35 hec- 
tares within today’s total city territory of 30,000 hectares. 
It included market and gathering places, the city hall and 
its square, and St. Peter’s Church and the Dom Cathedral. 
The adaptation of this historic area to contemporary needs 
has been a continuous process, albeit not always an 
easy one. 
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The introduction of fire arms necessitated the rebuild- 
ing of fortifications in a broad band around the city, re- 
sulting in a series of earthwork embankments and bas- 
tions, further protected by a wide moat and open fields 
for gun battles. These fortification efforts culminated at 
the end of the seventeenth century in the construction 
of a citadel north of the city. Much of this open space 
has been preserved as a park and boulevard belt. 

In spite of raging wars and conquests, Riga maintained 
its cosmopolitan status and a certain degree of civic in- 
dependence. It always thought of itself as a Central Eu- 
ropean city, even though it is located at the periphery. 
Riga was the center of most of the Latvian renaissance 
events in the second half of the nineteenth century. 

Figure 1, which shows Riga’s population from 1800 
to the present, illustrates well the city’s changing role 
and fortunes. The growth curve reflects not only the 
evolving political situation in northeast Europe, but it 
also shows how city size is determined by the vigor of 
its tributary area and by the amount and type of admin- 
istrative and political functions that the city has to ac- 
commodate. 

Riga started growing rapidly and steadily in the second 
half of the nineteenth century when the Industrial Rev- 
olution reached the Russian Empire. (At that time the 
Baltic states were part of the imperial provinces.) The 
regime of the tsars began to emulate European modern- 
ization models, at least in the development of machine- 
driven industry and large economic enterprises. Indus- 
trialization transformed Riga from a trading town to a 
principal manufacturing center. Extensive railroad and 
port construction ensued as the city assumed the burdens 
and reaped the benefits of being the urban center closest 
to Central Europe. The city’s industrial and railroad belt 
of that period clearly separates the central commercial 

and apartment district from the subsequent horizontal 
expansion. 

Other activities developed to support and propel the 
growing economic engine-banking, finance, and com- 
munications. Beginning in the 1880s, government and 
administrative operations expanded; cultural and enter- 
tainment establishments emerged; and uniformed military 
and civil service personnel of the imperial government 
established  residence^.^ The city grew to more than a 
half-million people by 191 4. Riga became the undisputed 
urban center of the extreme western edge of the Russian 
Empire-truly the window to the West across the Baltic 
Sea. It was a cosmopolitan city, but also the center of 
growing Latvian national awareness and political activity 
to break the hold of foreign powers. 

World War I and the subsequent battles for indepen- 
dence changed the political picture dramatically and re- 
duced the city’s population through deaths and outmi- 
gration to below 200,000. Having gained its indepen- 
dence, the new country of Latvia recovered and 
reestablished normal operations over the next decades. 
Riga assumed the role of a capital of a relatively small 
country with a population of two million. Although many 
Latvians returned to Riga, the population reached a pla- 
teau of about 350,000 to 380,000 residents. Given Lat- 
via’s rather tight borders with its neighbors and, thus, a 
hinterland limited to national territory, Riga could be 
said to have had a “natural” population size of below a 
half-million. Thus, the city’s plans of the late 1930s that 
structure a metropolis with more than a million popu- 
lation are surprising. 

World War I1 had a devastating effect on the city, and 
population dropped again below 200,000. The political 
scene changed drastically once more. Subsumed by the 
USSR, Riga, as the principal managerial and administra- 

FIGURE 1 : Population 
of Riga, Latvia, 1800- 
1992. Source: Official 
censuses and govern- 
ment data. 
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tive center on the western frontier, was to keep an eye 
on the friendly socialist nations nearby and the threat- 
ening NATO forces over the horizon. Most important, 
the central powers in Moscow decided to build on the 
Baltics’ relatively strong manufacturing and infrastructure 
base at an accelerated pace. This deliberate USSR policy 
affected Riga and resulted in a steady stream of inmi- 
grating professionals, managers, and crowds of factory 
workers with their families, who were only too glad to 
have access to the city’s superior living conditions as 
compared to Belorussia, the Russian Federation, and 
other republics to the east. 

Riga also became the headquarters of the Baltic mili- 
tary district, the home of two special military colleges, 
the hub of the Baltic rail and air travel network, the center 
of the fisheries industry, and the home of a number of 
other all-union level management units.6 The population 
climbed to 900,000 by 1985. The rapid population growth 
signaled that the urban situation had gone awry.7 The 
livability of the city became compromised as services 
could not keep pace and activity patterns became dis- 
located. No one in Riga, except the direct representatives 
of Moscow, really wanted a large metropolis. Yet, the 
city was helpless to control the continuous expansion, 
principally because economic enterprises with all-union 
subordination could override any local constraints on the 
placement of new facilities or the expansion of old ones.8 

The parallels-including the exact slope of the growth 
curve-between the empire of the tsars and that of the 
Soviets are unmistakable. If the Soviet Union had not 
dissolved, Riga’s population would have soon exceeded 
the one million mark. The city would have continued as 
the USSR’s western hub. Its character would have 
changed dramatically, with its mid-size city urbanity re- 
placed by a metropolitan gestalt. Although the wisdom 
of controlling urban growth was a part of Soviet planning 
theory, there were no successful examples to point to. 

The principal themes of Soviet urban planning are il- 
lustrated quite vividly in Latvia. The following sections 
discuss the topics that stand in particular contrast to 
Western practices: the overall Soviet planning process, 
the efforts to deal with the housing crisis, attitudes toward 
historic preservation, industrialization and its effect on 
the functional and social patterns of a city, the emphasis 
on symbols and ceremonies, and the use of greenbelts 
for regional organization. 

The General Plan 
All cities had to develop a regularly updated master 

plan (or Genplan, in the Soviet parlance). It was usually 
prepared as a special project by one of the town planning 
institutes-in effect, by outside consultants. The Genplan 
was almost entirely physical in nature. While there was 
a statistical back-up report, the Genplan gave social con- 
siderations short shrift, because party ideology and fixed 
facility and service norms were accepted as definitive, 
and economic elements simply reflected the features and 
aspirations of the five-year plans of each republic and 

the USSR. There was no public review of the Genplan; 
the city’s executive committee could comment on a draft, 
but a higher level of government gave final approval. In 
the case of a capital of a Soviet republic, regulatory bodies 
in Moscow were directly involved. 

The Genplan had the force of law, but the actual 
achievement of recommendations was another matter. 
In theory, implementation was the responsibility of the 
city’s chief architect (see Glossary), but in practice events 
took a more improvisational turn. As noted above, eco- 
nomic enterprises with an all-union subordination could 
implement expansion programs with scant attention to 
local concerns. Large housing projects were anticipated 
and placed on the plan, but, when it came to construction, 
sites that at the moment appeared to be the most advan- 
tageous were used. There was no guarantee that the var- 
ious resource allocation sectors would provide the 
needed support services. 

The Riga plan itself, drawn at a scale of 1 : 10,000 (ap- 
proximately 1 inch equals 833 feet), was a precise, hard- 
line drawing with considerable physical detail. The most 
curious aspect of this document was that, because it 
showed rail lines, bridges, and industrial areas, it was 
confidential and for oficial use only. Even the statistical 
database was stamped “secret.” Thus, the general public 
and lower level managers in Riga saw only a highly ab- 
stract, schematic picture, without scale and documen- 
tation (see Figure 2). The real plan was behind a curtain 
in the private ofice of the chief architect. 

A Genplan for Riga was adopted in 1955 and 1969.’ 
The rigid nature of this system did not allow for local 
staff follow-up on needed changes or follow-through on 
evolving conditions in the interim periods between plans. 
Every time the next plan came due a new effort had to 
be mounted. The pause could last more than a decade. 

Every year, the local town planning institute reported 
on the accomplishments and shortcomings toward the 
implementation of the plan. This reportedly honest and 
fair review disappeared in the secret files. Thus, in Riga, 
authorities observed the letter of the rules, but the Gen- 
plan did not really make much difference (except for 
housing projects). 

No one, of course, could have predicted, when Riga 
started work on its last Genplan in 1983, the changes 
that would occur and the needs that would emerge in 
1991. Upon independence, Riga had no mechanism in 
place to make adjustments to the Soviet urban heritage. 
The planning effort has now started anew. Riga is seeking 
ideas on how to reorganize the city in response to its 
dramatically changed political, social, and economic 
conditions. Not only does the city have to revise the 
format and context of its inherited plans, it must also 
drastically alter the entire process. 

New Housing Districts 
If someone has to live in a communal apartment with 

several families sharing the kitchen and bathroom, if pri- 
vacy is afforded only by a sheet hanging across a room, 
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and if the building has received no effective maintenance 
in decades, then it is not surprising that obtaining a decent 
apartment can become an obsession. About 20,000 fam- 
ilies still live under such conditions in Riga. There can 
be no doubt that the worst urban problem that amicted 
the USSR was its housing shortage." By 1990, the overall 
conditions were better, but Riga, for example, still had 
80,000 families on the official waiting list for new apart- 
ments.' ' 

The USSR started an intensive housing program while 
Stalin was still alive (he died in 1953), but the early results 
were small-size projects, often heavily decorated show 
pieces, placed mostly in partially built-up districts, and 
frequently occupied by the nomenklatura. A massive 
housing program was initiated under Khrushchev in the 
1960s and continued vigorously under his successors. 
Soviet planners adopted the Western neighborhood con- 
cept and rigidly codified it into their own mikrorayon 
formula (see Figure 3 and Glossary; State Committee on 
Construction 1967). The mikrorayon superblocks fol- 
lowed the high-rise "buildings in a park" designs made 

FIGURE 2: The format 
and detail of the 1985 
General Plan of Riga as 
it was released to the 
public. Source: Execu- 
tive Committee of Riga. 

possible by the development of industrialized construc- 
tion methods (Promyslov 1967; Poliak and Sovronova 
1976). 

During the 1960s, 1970% and 198Os, a single-minded 
colossal program to produce as many square meters as 
possible of housing was in effect. Central institutes pre- 
pared the building designs, and the current models, dis- 
tinguished by number, were built from Murmansk to 
Baku, from Vladivostok to Riga. With a little background, 
anyone can date any project anywhere in the Soviet 
Union within five years. The construction was fast and 
careless; not much attention was paid to finishes. Families 
moving into new apartments fixed them the best they 
could, and then continued to struggle with inadequate 
maintenance. Amenities in the buildings and improve- 
ments to the grounds were secondary concerns, elimi- 
nated as budgets ran out. The mikrorayons were usually 
equipped well with kindergartens and day care centers, 
adequately with schools, tolerably with basic shopping 
and eating facilities, inadequately with repair and service 
shops, unreliably with medical facilities, very poorly with 
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FIGURE 3: Theoretical scheme of a Soviet mik- 
rorayon consisting of housing groups with nurs- 
ery and elementary schools. The service center 
abuts the principal access road; sports fields and 
gardens are in the center. Source: Buka and Vol- 
rats 1987. 

cultural and entertainment establishments, and abom- 
inably with landscaping and parking, and not at all with 
major shopping facilities. Transit access, planned by other 
agencies, was often not provided in time and, therefore, 
had to be improvised. 

All Soviet cities have mikrorayons. Authorities even 
started to replace rural farm dwellings with compact 
three- or four-story apartment clusters. All major cities 
tend to be surrounded by a belt of mikrorayons. Riga’s 
“socialist city” is an almost continuous ring-a thick band 
within the concentric pattern (see Figure 4). More than 
a half of the total city population live in these projects 
today.’* In terms of quantity of housing, this has been a 
tremendous accomplishment. In terms of the quality of 
urban life, there is room for vast improvement. 

Authorities were guided by expediency in project sit- 
ing. They selected sites that allowed ease of implemen- 
tation. That meant open, vacant plots, adjacent to utilities, 
with amenable topographic and soil conditions. Thus, 
contiguous, peripheral placement was almost unavoid- 
able, which resulted in by-passing needed central district 
upgrading. 

Authorities neglected ecological and recreational con- 
cerns in their siting decisions. The mikrorayons in Riga 
are not named after famous Soviet personages, dates, or 
events (one of those small victories against the central 
regime), but rather they commemorate the forests, 
marshes, points, pines, meadows, shores, hills, and vil- 
lages that they replaced. 

Local architects had to execute the site planning 
tasks-arranging the prototype buildings in agreeable 
and workable patterns, laying out of service networks 
and locating service structures (also following standard 
models), and worrying about relationships to other dis- 
tricts and places. They had opportunities occasionally to 
design external finishes and suitable decorations, and they 
took great pride in this work.I3 

In the late 1950s and 1960s, Riga built several housing 
projects of relatively small size, more or less tucked into 
the vacant areas of the contiguous city.I4 Then, the pro- 
jects became massive: Imanta (1967) with 60,000 or more 
residents, Pleskodale (1 989) eventually with a population 
of 80,000, and several eastern districts (developed since 
1965) with a total of 200,000 people (see Figure 5).15 

The residents generally felt no responsibility for the 
spaces outside their own apartment. Today, the staircases 
stink and are covered with obscene graffiti. Few external 
doors work as they should or are undamaged. During 
the last decades of the Soviet Union those who could 
afford it sought an apartment in a cooperative building 
or obtained a retreat in the country, anything from an 
impressive dacha to a small garden plot. 

The irony of the Soviet legacy is that there are not 
enough mass-produced apartments, and everyone hates 
these buildings. This is not really a paradox. The housing 
shortage still exists, people fight to get a new apartment, 
and, once they secure one, they see all its inadequacies: 

Construction was sloppy, thus, some units may be in 
danger of falling down, but almost all need capital re- 
pairs and extensive maintenance, particularly to the 
plumbing, elevators, windows, and wiring.16 
The buildings are massive and overwhelming, beyond 
any human scale. Families with children continue to 
have difficulties ad j~s t ing . ’~  
The apartment layouts tend to be uniform and inflexible, 
so that the units can not be modified. As living standards 
improve, residents will want larger apartments and 
more rooms. The heavy concrete bearing walls pre- 
clude interior reconstruction. 
Crime is rampant and burglar-proofing is difficult. 
Parking areas are remote, particularly in the older pro- 

Provisions are inadequate for washing and drying 

Public transport is inadequate. 

jects. 

laundry. Garbage disposal is primitive.” 

Riga’s massive project buildings continue to stand, 
oblivious to the changes in life styles, service demands, 
and amenity expectations as the political and social 
structures undergo a revolution. In the former East Ger- 
many, similar projects will simply be demolished. The 
Baltics cannot afford this measure. 

Old Residential Districts 
City managers had referred to the urban areas that had 

been developed before the Soviet regime as “capitalist” 
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FIGURE 4: The generalized structure of Riga showing the largely concentric historic development 
with extensions along channels of communications. Source: Sigurd Grava. 

districts (see Figure 4). In Riga, these areas included some 
buildings constructed before World War 11, but most be- 
fore World War I. They ranged from palatial apartment 
houses, similar to those found in any prosperous Euro- 

pean city, to small wooden structures originally intended 
for low-income industrial workers. Located in the central 
districts or in the immediately adjacent workers’ suburbs, 
most of these buildings became communal apartments. 
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The best buildings were reserved for the privileged 
classes, and these structures have survived well, save 
for obsolescent mechanical systems and fixtures. 

At the lowest end of the scale are houses that were 
not particularly habitable to begin with. These quickly 
reached conditions of dramatic dilapidation, even those 
that had historic value (certain one-story timber houses 
in Riga, for example). In many cases, residents deliber- 
ately accelerated the deterioration, because living in an 
oficially designated “avariya” (see Glossary) bumped up 
the family on the waiting list for a new apartment. 

Most of the old apartment buildings should have been 
maintained regularly and modernized as conditions re- 
quired. This did not happen in Riga. Communal living 
left its abusive mark all over, particularly on the public 
hallways and staircases of these buildings. Residential 
blocks that would be the pride of any city are now in a 
shameful state in Riga, but they also represent a future 
reserve. The structural frames, the exteriors, and many 
principal elements are salvageable, although the interiors 
may be beyond help. Renovation could be productive, 
because many of these old buildings in Riga constitute 
spectacular examples of Jugendstil, National Romanti- 
cism, and other prominent styles. 

The city authorities made some improvements to the 

FIGURE 5: The five 
mikrorayons of Imanta 
new community at the 
western periphery of 
Riga. The schools (H- 
shaped buildings) tend 
to be located in the in- 
teriors of mikrorayons; 
the service centers are 
found along the edges. 
Source: Buka and Vol- 
rats 1987. 

“capitalist” districts of Riga in the form of vest pocket 
parks and in-fill housing. The small parks were mostly 
unplanned open spaces at corners of blocks, the result 
of war-time ~hel1ing.l~ The design of and equipment in 
these parks are not necessarily of high quality, but they 
do offer welcome sitting places for the elderly, play- 
grounds for children, and visual relief for everyone. 

In-fill housing is rather rare, but it exists. Riga has 
about a dozen such structures in the central district. They 
are sparse in their appearance, but that is largely the 
consequence of prevailing architectural tastes in recent 
decades. These buildings respect the shape and config- 
uration of the surrounding urban environment, although 
they are unmistakably modern. Most of them incorporate 
interesting walkways and passages and deal sensibly with 
service areas, in contrast with the traditional and dreadful 
interior courtyards that characterize the old residential 
districts. The construction quality is exceptionally good 
by Soviet standards. 

How could this be in light of the urban problems and 
attitudes that prevailed in Riga under the Soviets? These 
buildings, without exception, were built for the privileged 
classes or by specific economic enterprises (particularly 
major factories) with expendable resources. Some build- 
ings were reserved for ordinary high-ranking party mem- 
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bers; others for prominent writers or musicians; and oth- 
ers for key personnel of specific industries or plants. To 
illustrate the exclusivity of these buildings, many of them 
contain a studio or duplex apartment on the top floor for 
the architect who designed the building. It was part of 
the deal. 

Throughout the extensive prewar residential districts 
in the older cities of the former USSR, the heritage is 
plainly one of neglect. The silver lining is that the original 
stock has been basically preserved. Current local urban- 
ists and city administrators agree that the construction 
of massive projects has to stop and the recovery of the 
old urban resources has to commence. Although recent 
in-fill apartment houses are special and relatively rare, 
they show that such urban renovation can be done-if 
the resources can be marshaled. 

Historic Districts and Landmarks 
Early Soviet urbanists and planners had a significant 

philosophical problem with historic monuments. Im- 
mediately after the Bolshevik revolution, everything old 
was to be replaced by artifacts of a new society. Physical 
symbols of the previous regime and classes were partic- 
ularly irritating. Yet, the Communist leaders also under- 
stood that wholesale destruction of formerly sacred and 
still admired buildings could cause popular unrest and 
would be a waste of resources. Many churches, thus, 
became warehouses and workshops, or some, at best, 
museums of atheism and concert halls. Quite a few even- 
tually collapsed due to neglect. Palaces became public 
institutions, offices, military facilities, or even apartments. 
This attitude toward historic buildings lasted through 
Stalin’s days and the Period of Stagnation (see Glossary). 
Although Soviet rule came to the Baltics later than in 
Russia, the same policy prevailed with the same results. 
Buildings significantly damaged during the war were most 
likely razed, if they had no immediate practical use. 

Then, as the uncompromising political attitudes started 
to fade, the Soviet leaders shifted gears and instituted a 
program that led to the eventual restoration of many of 
the principal historic monuments. The ideologists justified 
the spending of the peoples’ resources on the buildings 
of the former oppressors by discovering that all the pal- 
aces and churches had been built through the sweat and 
toil of the ordinary workers. Thus, they were actually 
monuments to the proletariat. The program recaptured 
and preserved the best examples of the historic and ar- 
tistic patrimony found within the USSR, enhanced the 
aura of a civilized and cultured society, and created a 
rich inventory of recreational assets.” Foreign tourists, 
school groups, and Sunday visitors were able to enjoy 
entertaining and uplifting visits, even if the guides gave 
only the official versions of history. 

In Riga, for example, the principal cathedral, the Dom, 
received much care and attention as a very successful 
concert hall because of the presence of a famous organ. 
In 1991, the altar was restored, and the church was re- 
consecrated, but the building continues in its dual role 
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with reversible pews. St. Peter’s Church was the city’s 
most prominent landmark with the tallest timber spire in 
Europe. The spire burned down during World War 11, 
but the building became an exhibition hall for architec- 
ture and town building. In 1973, the tower was restored 
as a steel construction with an elevator and a viewing 
platform. For a number of years, visitors could go up the 
spire, but could not take photographs of the panorama 
that included bridges and the port. 

Riga also has a number of historic districts-areas of 
the city with buildings of reasonable joint integrity and 
adequate quality that represent a specific period. These 
areas include Mezaparks, a garden town of the early 
twentieth century; several clusters of Jugendstil apart- 
ments; worker settlements with typical timber structures 
of the nineteenth century and earlier; and other smaller 
groupings. The most important district is the old medieval 
core with buildings covering a historic spectrum back to 
the thirteenth century.21 This core, representing the entire 
city well into the nineteenth century, has an accumulation 
of historic references many layers deep. If Old Riga were 
in a Western European city, it would have been restored, 
filled up, and commercialized some time ago. 

Because the Soviet government was short of resources 
for large-scale redevelopment and restoration, the area 
remains not fully utilized and somewhat shabby in 
places.22 As in the case of building stock elsewhere, 
inaction precluded destruction of the historic assets. The 
vulnerability of the district is shown, however, by ex- 
amples of heavy-handed damage in the past: Sites were 
cleared for the construction of various institutions and 
apartments at the end of the nineteenth century; govern- 
ment buildings in the 1930s; and schools and open plazas 
in the 1950s and 1960s. 

The planners thus formulated fully researched and 
elaborate plans for restoration, but the pace of imple- 
mentation was quite This delay at least gave the 
city leaders more time to apply careful consideration to 
the proposals and to learn from examples elsewhere. 
Work, however, continued in the last decades, and Riga 
has a series of blocks that have been appropriately rebuilt, 
primarily by skillful Polish specialists under contract. 
If this sensible program were continued, the entire dis- 
trict could become a thriving historic enclave with a 
European level significance, showing references to var- 
ious periods and strong architectural links to other coun- 
tries. 

Compared to the West, historic district restoration 
work has lagged in Riga and the former Soviet Union 
because individual initiative and a real driving force were 
missing. In the West, restoration is primarily a private 
effort by commercial enterprises seeking attractive and 
prestigious space or by the gentry seeking special hous- 
ing. Restoration is an expensive task, and comfort and 
livability depend largely on the availability of modern 
service systems and equipment. In Riga, a few artists 
creating their own studios, some entrepreneurs estab- 
lishing cafes and restaurants, and several professional 
associations generating first class club and meeting fa- 
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cilities launched pioneering restoration work during the 
Soviet period. There is still much work to be done to 
preserve the character of Old Riga, while active uses are 
reestablished. 

Industrial Areas and Operations 
The Soviet heritage in the industrial sphere appears to 

be a true disaster. The West knew little about factories 
in Soviet cities, except propaganda statistics, because all 
such information was considered strategically sensitive. 
This was not completely ridiculous. In Riga, for example, 
a factory producing metal toys also manufactured parts 
for hand guns, a major plant for optical equipment had 
a gun sight assembly line as well, and a vehicle factory 
made diesel engines for tanks. Many of the blank spots 
on official plans were industrial districts and transpor- 
tation terminals. 

The standardized Soviet norms were to be used for 
industrial location decisions, although the actual results 
over decades should have shown that this approach was 
ineffective and even counterproductive. Soviet planning 
decreed a checkerboard pattern of alternating residential 
mikrorayons and industrial districts (see Figure 6). In 
theory, this allowed people to walk to their work places. 
Riga had eight “planning districts,” which were supposed 
to establish an internal balance between residing workers 
and work places. Unfortunately, workers could change 
jobs with some flexibility, but had to hold on to their 
apartments at all costs. Moves were not practically pos- 
sible except through an improvised swap system. Thus, 
the minimization of commuting distances became a vague 
and unattainable goal for most families. 

A problem at a different level was caused by the dom- 
inance of centralized economic development planning, 
which favored large production facilities. Consequently, 
raw materials, semifinished parts, and final products 
crisscrossed the vast USSR back and forth for thousands 
of kilometers on very inadequate transport sy~tems.’~ 
Riga, for example, produced railroad cars but not trolleys; 
it made microbuses but not automobiles. With the break- 
up of the Soviet Union and the push for rational pro- 
duction and marketing systems, the revamping of the in- 
dustrial sector now involves fundamental national and 
political issues. The economic base of cities and their 
productive inventory will have to be drastically altered, 
although the resources for such tasks are not immediately 
available. 

Another element of the Soviet heritage was the per- 
vasive neglect of environmental controls. Latvia, fortu- 
nately, was spared some of the worst abuses, because it 
accommodated mostly industries at the finishing end of 
the production chain. The country has none of the ab- 
solutely black districts now prominent in Eastern Europe 
and certain parts of Russia, but there are serious problem 
spots nonetheless. 

Riga even has a success story: A chemical fertilizer 
plant was closed that was killing the pines in a principal 
park. On the other hand, a cement plant that generates 

FIGURE 6: Suggested cluster of mikrorayons 
with interspersed industrial districts and com- 
munity center in upper right. Source: Buka and 
Volrats 1987. 

a constant plume of dust across the river from Riga had 
been officially designated for relocation for years, but the 
Soviets never found the funds for this large task. 

The worst problem, however, is a much simpler one. 
Regardless of the Soviets’ propaganda boasts of their 
modern manufacturing methods-and, indeed, there are 
such examples-much of the physical productive inven- 
tory in Riga can still be traced to the days of the tsars. 
The features are obsolete buildings, inefficient machinery, 
primitive support systems, and oppressive and unsafe 
working environments. Efficiency was further under- 
mined by a sporadic supply of materials and highly in- 
adequate distribution systems, and-most regrettably- 
by an irresponsible and inadequately skilled work force. 
A recent, noncomprehensive, and unpublished survey 
by Riga’s Polytechnic Institute showed that only 12 per- 
cent of the productive capability in the city could be 
regarded as competitive. In actual fact, hardly a single 
product made in Latvia today could be sold readily in 
the West because of deficiencies in quality, attractiveness, 
and price. Even the vaunted State Electronics Factory 
produces devices that would be regarded in a European 
market as somewhat quaint. 
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The reform tasks in this sector are staggering. They 
range from the establishment of markets to the rebuilding 
of plants and the regeneration of a work ethic. All of this 
presumably will come in time, but the transition will be 
painful (Grahm and Konigon 199 1). 

Symbols of the Regime 
East Europeans, who place much stock in physical 

symbols, have repeatedly erected and torn down mon- 
uments over the centuries. Ever ready to shed blood to 
protect the monuments that express their political beliefs 
and social concepts, East Europeans (and Latvians) will 
not tolerate a plaque or statue that stands for the wrong 
ideas, except when they are compelled to do so by mil- 
itary force. Under the Soviet Union, visual expressions 
of the Communist ideology became necessary, especially 
in the absence of a religious iconography, to provide 
ethical and social reference points on the urban scene. 
The leaders believed that the populace had to be contin- 
uously reminded of the progress being made toward the 
ideal socialist state and must be urged relentlessly onward 
toward that goal. 

Unlike several socialist regimes in Asia, which assailed 
the senses of its citizens with a continuous blare of pro- 
paganda from loudspeakers, the USSR waged its daily 
campaign in its urban centers primarily through visual 
means. Ubiquitous slogans occupied pride of place in 
Soviet cities, much as commercial advertising does in 
Western cities. These displays were somewhat less bright 
than our neon signs, and they used words more than 
pictures, but they dominated the most prominent loca- 
tions of any city, neighborhood, factory, or institution. 
In the past few decades, the general population treated 
these exhortations with increasing disdain, believing in 
them much less than we rely on advertising signs to guide 
our buying. 

With the demise of the Soviet Union, all these banners 
and signs were removed practically overnight. Many dis- 
appeared even before the dissolution was official, while 
it was not quite safe to touch them. In Riga, not a trace 
of them can be seen, except for some empty brackets 
and faded wall paint. Until commercial advertising takes 
over, Latvians can use the vacant stands and billboards 
for Christmas greetings and announcements of public 
events. 

Another symbol of the Soviet presence was the naming 
and unnaming of cities, districts, institutions, facilities, 
and streets after major political personages or events. 
The rise and fall of Stalin and Brezhnev were vividly 
reenacted in this sector of urban geography. Riga’s major 
streets have successively commemorated the empire of 
the tsars, the hegemony of German barons, Latvian re- 
naissance and independence, the presence of Hitler’s 
troops, and the supremacy of local and all-union Com- 
munists. Presently, all the street names are back to their 
historic and national designations. These changes are not 
trivial. Everyone has had to learn all the changes; maps 

had to be reprinted, and thousands of street signs had to 
be replaced. 

With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the ubiquitous 
Lenin statuary provoked an immediate response. In the 
Baltics, not a single image of Vladimir Ilyich is to be seen 
publicly today. Even those statues that were guarded by 
tanks (in Liepaja, for example) were removed immedi- 
ately after the collapse of the August putsch. There were 
suggestions-not entirely facetious- that all these mon- 
uments should be assembled as a tourist attraction to be 
called Leninland. Others, not necessarily hard-line Com- 
munists, suggested that a reasonable number of these 
statues should be kept as reminders of an undeniable 
historic era. The associations and memories are still, 
however, too vivid and painful to entertain any program 
except removal. The ultimate question is what will hap- 
pen to Lenin’s embalmed body and his mausoleum in 
Red Square in Moscow. 

A more difficult planning question is the future use of 
the large ceremonial spaces with heroic statuary that the 
Soviet regime created. Communist ideology called for 
large-scale expressions of monumentality. These spaces 
also served a functional purpose-to accommodate pa- 
rades, mass gatherings, and political rallies. Soviet events 
never achieved the colossal theatricality of Nazi rallies, 
but there were certainly major efforts in that direction. 
Red Square in Moscow was the prototype, but each 
community was expected to organize appropriate events 
in a suitable place, at the proper scale. The leaders in- 
sisted that every city should have a readily identifiable 
center that expressed the political might of the state, in 
deliberate contrast to the Western central business district 
with its emphasis on business and commerce. 

The formal Soviet planning effort was to give these 
spaces centrality and size. But lost on Soviet designers, 
driven by an ideological force, was the lesson that all 
successful urban spaces must have a reasonable scale 
and be well populated by activity. This becomes partic- 
ularly apparent in those cities with major war damage 
in the core, which provided an opportunity to create such 
squares, or in new towns designed in this format. Large 
gathering spaces are useful to urban life, but the need 
for them is o c c a ~ i o n a l . ~ ~  The lasting problem with this 
aspect of the Soviet urban heritage is obviously not what 
may have been said or displayed there, but simply the 
size, utility, and appearance of these spaces. They are 
empty, wind-swept expanses, devoid of urban life most 
of the time (Marcuse 199 1). Because maintenance costs 
were high, city officials launched clean-up campaigns 
sporadically, just before major events. 

Riga managed to avoid acquiring a large ceremonial 
center. The bombing the city suffered was not concen- 
trated enough to give officials an obvious site for a central 
square. Nevertheless, authorities in Moscow applied 
constant pressure on Latvia to implement the mandatory 
civic improvement commensurate with the city’s role as 
a prime regional center of the western USSR. Local plan- 
ners and authorities perceived that such a space could 
not be created in the core of the city without extensive 
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clearance of and disruption to the city’s historic urban 
fabric.26 

The city also needed a major monument to Soviet mil- 
itary success. The local planners developed the concept 
of a monumental axis through Riga, culminating in a site 
across the river in the underdeveloped Victory Plaza, 
renamed for a period the Park of the 22nd Congress of 
the Communist Party, which extends over more than 
thirty hectares (seventy-five acres). The planners argued 
that the victorious battles of the glorious Red Army to 
liberate the city from Hitler’s hordes took place in the 
suburbs, and thus the Victory monument was placed ap- 
propriately. The large sculptural group is oppressive; the 
towers are tall but slender. Riga should have not a prob- 
lem, however, converting this area into a much needed 
local park, as relatively little of the space is paved, as- 
suming no difficulty in adjusting the Soviet icons. 

Another prominent urban feature of all major Soviet 
cities are the tall wedding cake-style buildings erected 
during Stalin’s period as instant landmarks symbolizing 
the power of the regime and serving as beacons into a 
Communist future.27 The visual prominence of these 
pseudo-classical structures, crowned usually by a glowing 
red star, was a deliberate effect and perhaps their most 
important characteristic. The design details, the deco- 
rations, the oversized hallways and lobbies, and the use 
of expensive materials were all part of the state’s program 
to impress and inspire the masses, to give a taste of the 
promised future. 

Most authorities, including almost all Soviet architects 
since the 1950s, view these buildings as pure kitsch, 
wasteful of space and resources, and without a logical 
development program or functional rationale. They are 
ugly, the surface finishes attract dirt, and maintenance 
has usually been inadequate. Yet, there they are, and 
there they will be for decades to come. Possibly, in the 
strange permutations of taste, some future urban design 
theorist will praise their expressive monumentality and 
intricate detailing as a rediscovered aesthetic pinnacle. 

These buildings also indicate the importance of any 
given city in the Socialist order, as measured by their 
size and number. Moscow, for example, has seven of 
them, all very large; Leningrad (now St. Petersburg) has 
three. Warsaw has a huge one; Riga possesses a medium- 
size one (twenty-one stories). Various cities in China re- 
ceived smaller versions as well. Curiously, these generic 
buildings seem almost identical in their overall appear- 
ance, although their details and elevations differ consid- 
erably and they house different activities. A guide is 
needed to identify which one is a university, hotel, apart- 
ment building, or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 
Moscow. 

Soviet planners and designers wrote extensively on 
the silhouettes of their cities, and engaged in debates 
about the placement and arrangement of the tall elements 
of the cityscape.28 Unstated in the public discussion was 
the acknowledgment that these contemporary spires were 
to compete with and perhaps overshadow the church 

steeples and cupolas that had dominated many of the old 
towns. The symbolism was intentional. 

This aspect of the Soviet heritage left its mark on Riga’s 
skyline as well. The city had to accept Stalin’s gift, but 
could choose its placement with some discretion. The 
classical skyline of church spires and relatively low 
buildings had characterized the city since the medieval 
period. In 1950, when the Soviets proposed the tower, 
it was to be a center for kolkhoz organizations (collective 
farms). Planners cleverly argued that it was only appro- 
priate that the Palace of the Kolkhozes be located toward 
the outside of the city behind the agricultural market. 
This, indeed, was done, but upon completion of con- 
struction in 1958, the building was actually given to the 
republic’s Academy of Sciences. The academy thus sits 
just beyond easy reach, surrounded by rather decrepit 
warehouses and mixed peripheral activities. The crown- 
ing star was removed in 1991, and the exact functions 
of the academy are now in doubt under Latvia’s reformed 
educational and research  structure^.^^ 

The skyline battle in Riga had other campaigns. In the 
1960s and 1970s, although official tastes in architecture 
had changed, the ideological program to erect visible 
expressions of Soviet power remained in place. This time, 
the city administrators seriously damaged the urban 
landscape by placing two tall international style glass 
boxes very near the city core. These are the twenty-two- 
story Ministry of Agriculture on the river bank and the 
twenty-four-story Hotel Latvia in the commercial service 
core. All general views of central Riga now encompass 
one or both of these jarring foreign elements. They are 
undistinguished in design and poorly constructed and 
equipped with inferior mechanical systems. They show 
no respect or sensitivity toward the harmonious urban 
environment that had evolved over the centuries. Yet, 
when they were planned, local senior architects argued 
that such buildings would establish a desirable pattern 
of vertical accents and express the modern progress that 
the city was reputedly undergoing. Some positive ref- 
erences to Manhattan were made. 

Military Enclaves 
Soviet cities always housed a large military presence, 

Various service branches occupied principal buildings 
in the core and had major compounds within the city 
and large reservations in the vicinity. Uniformed person- 
nel were a common sight on the streets, and housing for 
military families could be found almost anywhere. The 
Soviets never mentioned these urban elements publicly, 
because of their strategic sensitivity-they were the true 
“white spots” on the city map. Local planners never had 
a say in the location, expansion, or use of these areas. 

But the military zones were not particularly hidden 
either. Everyone in Riga knew the precise location of 
the headquarters of the northwest military district (the 
“Pentagon”), the several military academies, the various 
compounds, and the missile bases and tank depots in the 
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Skyline toward the south with Old Riga in the center. The towers from the left are the Academy of Sciences, 
St. Jacob's Church, St. Peter's Church, the television tower, Dom Cathedral, and the radio and television studios 
building. 

"he band of mikrorayons on the eastern periphery of Riga, as seen from the city center. 
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Restored medieval wall on 
the north side of Old Riga. 

Early-t wentieth century 
(eclectic) streetscape with 
recent in-fill structure in 
mid-block. 

Vest pocket (corner) park 
in central district. 
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Prefabricated slab buildings 
on the periphery of Imanta. 

Service center inside Im- 
anta mikrorayon. 

Statue of Lenin (now re- 
moved) in front of the 
Council of Ministries dur- 
ing the siege of January 
1991. 
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Residential building with facade in the National Ro 
manticism style. 

Typical state of disrepair of entrance to mikrorayon 
housing. 

Mural of historic skyline on wall behind commuter van 
stand. 

Approach to the Victory Monument in the park across 
the river from central Riga. 
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peripheral greenbelt. While a city garrison may be an 
obsolete strategic concept in most countries, in the Soviet 
Union it was an ever-present fact of life and an instrument 
of intimidation. The nearby tank brigade was of consid- 
erable concern to the local population during the inde- 
pendence confrontations of 1990 and 1991, particularly 
when the armored vehicles toured the city. 

The foreign military forces are still a source of concern, 
because, now under the jurisdiction of the Russian re- 
public, they are unable or unwilling to return home, 
where there are no accommodations, jobs, or housing 
for the demobilized personnel. The Baltic counties do 
not have the resources that Germany has to build housing 
and facilities in Russia for the former Red military forces 
to relocate peacefully and immediately. 

Whether through withdrawal, as in the Baltics, or sharp 
reduction in total personnel, as in Russia, almost every 
former Soviet city will eventually inherit a large array of 
military buildings, facilities, and land, ranging from small 
recreation centers to huge airports. Some of the inheri- 
tance will be immediately useful; some of it will require 
massive clean-up efforts after years of negligent house- 
keeping. In most instances the civilian authorities do not 
even know what they will find behind the military fences. 

In Riga, for example, the military relinquished the his- 
toric Latvian Society building after decades of use as the 
central officers’ club. The building has a profound cultural 
significance to Latvians. In fact, its symbolism is more 
important than its actual functional utility. With its in- 
heritance from the military, Riga expects to recapture 
and expand resort areas and nature preserves, provide 
sites for new housing, and possibly relocate the inter- 
national airport. 

Greenbelts 
One of the mainstays of Soviet urban and regional 

planning has been the greenbelt. All cities, particularly 
large ones, were supposed to be girdled by a largely green 
zone that would contain-at most-recreational facili- 
ties, garden plots, summer camps, and agricultural ac- 
tivities. The large marshes, lakes, and forests near Riga 
were well suited to this form of protection and controlled 
use. In the 196Os, planners designated a sixty to eighty 
kilometer-wide greenbelt (thirty to fifty miles), but in the 
following decades they took a more realistic attitude. 
They narrowed the zone and attempted to protect, as 
well as possible, the territories immediately adjacent to 
the city. Maintenance of the open greenbelt became an 
ongoing struggle, not only because of the expansion of 
housing projects, but also because all-union enterprises 
and military authorities were able to override local re- 
strictions. They frequently placed not only their inten- 
sively used recreation centers but also basic facilities in 
the shrinking greenbelt. Planners were also powerless to 
exclude the dacha settlements of the privileged class, 
children’s camps, and extensive allotment gardens. Some 
large kolkhozes nearby or in the greenbelt already, more 

successful than the average Soviet commune, intensified 
or expanded their agricultural and dairying operations. 

The Soviet cities did not have a clear controlling 
mechanism to protect the greenbelt. The authority of the 
central city’s chief architect was nebulous beyond the 
city’s border. The local chief architects of counties and 
peripheral communities were not able to influence re- 
gional events. 

The greenbelt program, however, was generally a suc- 
cess. Riga’s area of urban development generally ends 
sharply, with open land and forests extending immedi- 
ately beyond it. Unfortunately, these positive aspects are 
not so much the result of dedicated enforcement of the 
plan as the absence of pressure to develop a sprawl or 
strip pattern as found around Western cities. Suburban 
one-family homes, automobile dealers, fast food places, 
and garden supply stores simply did not try to enter. As 
private commercialization began to take hold, even as 
early as 1989, shashlik barbecue places, farmers’ stands, 
and soft drink and beer vendors appeared along the road- 
sides. A pizza place on the highway running north of 
Riga has been doing capacity business for several years. 

The urban authorities are also starting to worry that 
the concentric and contained shape of the city may not 
be maintainable. Planners concede that bands of devel- 
opment connecting to the seaside resort Jurmala are un- 
avoidable and that similar strips may have to be accepted 
up along both sides of the Daugava River. They hope 
that the open territories to the east, south, and southwest 
can be protected. As the switch over to a market economy 
takes place and private land ownership becomes the rule, 
there is little to suggest that the local government will 
be any more successful in controlling sprawl than we 
have been in the West. Indeed, the inexperience and 
mounting pressures may soon result in even worse con- 
sequences. 

Riga’s Future 
The heritage of the Soviet regime and the mark that 

the political ideology has left are vivid and unmistakable. 
A half-century of forced urban activity greatly trans- 
formed Riga. The most dramatic change was the city’s 
tremendous growth, particularly at the periphery. Riga’s 
center remains largely of the same scale and appearance 
as before World War 11. 

The urban tasks that lie ahead are many and complex. 
Riga must address the gaps and inadequacies in its urban 
environment. These are perhaps the easiest tasks, as- 
suming that resources are available. Riga must also make 
profound adjustments, associated primarily with the re- 
turn to a free market economy. This encompasses private 
land ownership, the establishment of a house construction 
industry, the commercialization of at least the production 
of consumer goods, and the establishment of a workable 
and responsive distribution system for various products 
and services. These are all elements that Westerners take 
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for granted, but have to be built from almost nothing in 
the former Soviet Union. 

But even those tasks may not be the most critical ones. 
The real question is to what extent have the people been 
injured by having to live for several generations under 
an oppressive and uncaring regime that placed the pres- 
tige and the trappings of the state and the well being of 
a privileged class above anything else. The Soviet heri- 
tage extends to the impairment of human health, reflected 
in average life spans, mortality rates, infant survival, and 
incidents of disease. While yet undocumented, it is said 
that on any given day 70 percent of the population of 
Latvia suffers from some infirmity. 

Yet, Riga has already made great strides in a short 
time. The situation is most promising. It is not that difficult 
to understand what democracy and free market mean 
and how they operate in their basic formats. It takes a 
bit longer to learn all the intricacies and to prepare for 
unexpected consequences, but that too can be eventually 
managed. Things are moving in the right direction at last. 

GLOSSARY 
~ 

All-union subordination refers to the higher priority status 
of units tied to agencies (ministries and state commit- 
tees, primarily) at the USSR level. Such enterprises 
reported directly to the central administrative offices, 
were a part of their own national networks, and were 
not compelled to observe any local plans or regulations. 
They even tended to have their own housing projects 
and recreational resorts. Their needs were presumed 
to supersede any local concerns because they were the 
foundations of the evolving state. The military is the 
most prominent example, but principal industries, 
communications systems, social services, and other key 
activities were included, as well. 

Avariya in several languages (including Russian and Lat- 
vian) refers to breakdown, collapse, and wreckage. In 
Soviet practice, substandard buildings with extreme 
structural problems and unacceptable living conditions 
were so designated. The residents received priority on 
the waiting list for new apartments depending on the 
severity of the dilapidation. The process of deteriora- 
tion could, of course, be assisted, thus generating fur- 
ther serious unintended consequences. Many such 
buildings, however, still exist, and families continue 
to live in them for years. 

Blat means “on the left” and covers all transactions for 
gain outside official channels. It strictly refers to goods 
and services in kind, and this practice was tolerated 
by the authorities. Soviet citizens had to use blat to 
accomplish almost anything beyond the basic routine, 
from purchasing a ticket to a popular show to securing 
a train load of raw materials for a factory. It was a 
daily household word. A full second economy was 
thereby in operation, which allowed people to survive. 
Blat, however, quickly shaded into tips and bribery, 
which reached massive levels and could not be com- 
batted. 

Chief architect of a Soviet city was an important and 
powerful post. Besides having a seat on the municipal 
executive committee, where almost all local decisions 
were made (under the oversight and guidance of the 
corresponding party organ), the chief architect was the 
director of the planning department; the chairman of 
the planning commission: the contracting officer of 
special studies; the selector of locations and allocator 
of space for new activities and facilities; the building 
inspector; the grantor of special permits: and the im- 
plementor, keeper, and supervisor of the Genplan. 
These responsibilities, however, did not extend over 
all-union and party interests. 

Mikrorayon is best translated as a “planned neighborhood 
unit.” Its origins can be traced to the classical British 
and American neighborhood theories as they reached 
the USSR through Scandinavia. The concept became 
codified in Soviet practice and norms, although there 
are numerous variations. The mikrorayon was a phys- 
ical grouping of residences (apartments, usually) on a 
superblock surrounded by major streets with transit 
stops. The population size was originally fixed not to 
exceed 10,000 to 12,000 residents, preferably working 
in nearby industrial districts. Day care centers, kin- 
dergartens, and elementary schools were placed within 
the interior green spaces. Each mikrorayon had a ser- 
vice center, to be equipped with a general retail store, 
a library, drug store, cafeteria, meeting rooms, and 
perhaps repair and rental places for equipment and 
appliances. Parking for private automobiles was usually 
located in remote compounds. The mikrorayon had to 
maintain a service radius of 500 meters: none should 
be larger than 250 hectares. The orientation toward 
children-serving facilities had an ideological base, but 
also a practical one-to allow mothers to work. Clus- 
ters of mikrorayons (residential rayons) were to be 
equipped with higher level nondaily services. The 
programs toward amenities, regrettably, frequently fell 
through the budgetary cracks: the design standards 
could not always be observed. 

Nomenklatura means “the list” of positions considered 
to be crucial to the Soviet state. Each of the levels 
carried a particular set of entitlements and privileges. 
Persons occupying these positions were, by definition, 
reliable members of the political system with recog- 
nized accomplishments and proven loyalty. The rosters 
were not public documents, but were reasonably well 
known and allowed members access to a wide inven- 
tory of special services and comforts, ranging from ex- 
clusive stores to entry into top schools. The list also 
included those who carried special titles in various 
cultural, sports, and production fields (for example, “a 
meritorious artist of the Soviet Union”). 

Period of Stagnation refers to the years under Brezhnev 
and his short-lived successors, prior to Gorbachev. 
Outright political terror had faded, while civil repres- 
sions and lack of personal freedom prevailed. The bu- 
reaucracy became increasingly cumbersome and rigid, 
almost all initiatives disturbing to the established sys- 
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tem were suppressed, and the privileged classes insti- 
tutionalized and expanded their status and benefits. 
Mismanagement of resources and enterprises, coupled 
with excessive military expenditures, eventually 
wrecked the economy. 

Propaganda in Soviet usage did not carry the same blan- 
ket negative connotation as it does in English. At an 
official level, it encompassed proper indoctrination, 
distribution of correct information, and public edu- 
cation in general. “Marxist-Leninist propaganda,” for 
example, carried high approbation, while “Western 
propaganda” was condemned. 

NOTES 

1. The Working Paper series of the University of Hong 
Kong (Centre of Urban Studies and Urban Planning) 
should be mentioned, specifically Nos. 10, 18, 32, 
41, 44 (an extensive bibliography), and 49. 

2. Some of the early Western contributors to the in- 
formation on Soviet planning and cities tread gingerly 
(Fisher 1962; 1967; Frolic 1964). Several subsequent 
articles in English provide factual and concise re- 
views of Soviet planning practices and urban con- 
ditions (Blizrakov 1976; Osborn 1970). But during 
these decades material also appeared through var- 
ious official Soviet channels that presented the never- 
never land of imagined conditions and future aspi- 
rations (Stepanov 1974). 

Bater (1 980) provided some useful material but 
remained entirely within the limits set by Soviet ur- 
ban authorities. The reality of Soviet urban life is 
missing entirely, and any critical remarks usually take 
the form of an apology. At the same time, however, 
observers emerged who had their own information 
sources or who were able to see things more clearly. 
Bernard (1 966), for example, gave a realistic view 
of the process and the results, although he reviewed 
urban issues only in passing. 

Morton and Stuart (1 985) assembled the last com- 
prehensive pre-Gorbachev review in English of So- 
viet urban conditions and services. White (1 980) 
provided a complete bibliography with abstracts of 
Soviet city material. Because the book‘s coverage 
stops with 1978, the inventory tends to be dominated 
by noncritical publications from official Soviet 
sources, but the book contains useful summaries of 
facts and opinions by major subjects. 

3 .  Fisher (1 962) lists the principal emphases of Soviet 
planning: standardization, particularly in housing, 
through prefabrication and uniformity in design; de- 
termining proper city size, a statistical exercise based 
on the “city forming” employment (what we would 
call the basic sector); and developing the city center, 
a grouping of political, cultural, and administrative 
facilities, not a central business district; the neigh- 
borhood unit concept or mikrorayon, which em- 
bodies the elements of communal living. 

The USSR modified some of these principles in 

recent decades, as experience revealed that the fol- 
lowing basic elements of ideological planning did 
not work or could not be implemented: self-con- 
tained mikrorayons or even groups of them, com- 
munal kitchens, size limits on cities, and self-con- 
tained and viable satellite cities. 

4. This article is based primarily on the personal ob- 
servations of the author, who was born in Latvia and 
has visited Riga with increasing frequency over the 
years, lately in a consulting capacity. The author re- 
lied on many published sources in Latvian, which 
are inaccessible to most Western readers. A draft of 
this article was reviewed by Gunars Asaris, the chief 
architect of Riga since 1971, who checked the ac- 
curacy of all factual statements, but is not respon- 
sible, of course, for the interpretations and conclu- 
sions of the author. 

Lejnieks and Sturmanis (1989) have written the 
most comprehensive development history of Riga 
with a complete inventory of all significant buildings 
with parallel texts in Latvian, Russian, and English 
and a full set of illustrations. The Latvian literature 
includes a number of books on the history of Riga, 
particularly a detailed three-volume set published 
between 1978 and 1980. A series of monographs on 
architectural styles and regional buildings in Latvia, 
including several on Riga’s development, have been 
published between 1980 and 1992. An 830-page en- 
cyclopedia covers all aspects of the city, but, since 
it was published in 1988, it represents the Soviet 
interpretation of events. In the Khrushchev to early- 
Gorbachev era, many picture books were published 
covering Soviet Latvia and Riga, replete with posed 
smiling workers and properly lighted banners (and 
captions in various languages). These books extol 
the achievements of the regime and are almost de- 
void of any useful and truthful information. The de- 
velopment of Riga was also covered quite well by 
Germans (Lenz 1954; Riga und Seine Bauten 1903). 

5. Between 19 10 and 19 13, the annual production of 
apartments was greater than at any other time in 
Riga’s history (including the peak years of Soviet 
housing construction). 

6. Population in Riga peaked at 916,000 in January 
1990. This figure dropped below 900,000 in 1992. 
These figures do not include military personnel and 
their families residing in closed camps and enclaves. 
Individuals and families persistently pressed to move 
to the capital and other large cities in the Soviet 
Union, because they had the most tolerable living 
conditions. Consequently, although residence per- 
mits (propiskas) were hard to obtain, there is a large 
gap in Latvian city size ranking. The second largest 
city, Daugavpils, has only 120,000 residents, and the 
third, Liepaja, has 1 10,000. 

7. In addition, any all-union enterprise that was able 
to establish a branch in Riga was entitled to space 
for its managers and workers in the nearby seaside 
resort of Jurmala. This was a more desirable vacation 
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spot in many respects than the Crimea because it 
was in “Europe.” 

8. In the 198Os, the highest bodies of the Soviet Union 
passed a special decree prohibiting major factories 
in large cities and capitals of the republics. There 
were, however, one hundred special exceptions 
granted in Riga alone to expand or build new plants. 
Many of them had some link to the defense industry. 

9. Chief architect 0. Tilmanis started Riga’s first Gen- 
plan in 1948, but it was not completed. A guest spe- 
cialist, Vasiljevs, from Moscow produced a plan in 
1953, which was adopted in 1955. It was found to 
be obsolete and unworkable during the next few 
years. A new Genplan ofice, established in 1960, 
completed its work in 1967, and the plan was 
adopted in 1969. This document served as the prin- 
cipal development guide for more than twenty years 
with no revisions. 

The next effort was started in 1983 for the year 
2005, but, as the work progressed, central authorities 
exerted increasing pressure to incorporate a metro. 
The party leadership saw this as a gift from Moscow; 
the local urbanists anticipated and feared a profound 
disruption of development and social patterns. 
Therefore, while a draft was prepared, the municipal 
government stalled and never submitted the docu- 
ments for approval. With the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, if the metro had been started, Riga would 
have today a few large and useless holes (Grava 
1989). 

10. Dramatic housing deficits prevailed well into the 
1960s. The norms revolved around nine square me- 
ters per person (ninety-seven square feet) of living 
space (not including hallways, bath, kitchen) for de- 
cades. The norm was raised to twelve square meters 
by 1990. Yet, as late as 1989, only a family with six 
square meters of space or less per person qualified 
for a new apartment. Otherwise the priorities were 
war veterans, invalids, retired officers, and specialists 
in critical jobs. If a family enjoyed more than twelve 
square meters per person, there was some pressure 
to move or share. In earlier days, such adjustments 
were mandatory. Only rarely have the truly dismal 
conditions of family life been depicted (Grant 1980; 
Andrusz 1985). 

11. This figure may be somewhat inflated, because dif- 
ferent family members may have entered the list 
through different paths. 

12. The total inventory of “usable” (not just “living”) 
space in Riga in 1991 was sixteen million square 
meters. Of this, 5.5 million square meters repre- 
sented the old stock, and 1.1 million square meters 
was in detached one-family buildings. 

13. Most of the designs and amenities are undistin- 
guished and even drab. One excellent exception is 
the Lazdynai project in Vilnius, Lithuania. 

14. The Soviet housing projects in Riga are Agenskalna 
Priedes, built in 1958; Liela Jugla, 1960; Kengarags, 

1963; Ilguciems and Purvciems, 1965; Krasta rajons, 
1966; Imanta, 1967; Vecmilgravis, 1975; Plavnieki, 
1976; Zolitude, 1980; Ziepniekkalns, 1984; Ples- 
kodale, 1989. 

15. In comparison, Coop City, a large housing project 
in New York City, houses 55,000 people. Park- 
Chester has 40,000 residents; Stuyvesant Town, 
25,000; Lefrak City, 12,000; and Battery Park City, 
6,000 so far. 

16. Residents offer a wry explanation of desirable apart- 
ment location within a building. Apartments on the 
ground floor are to be avoided because of rampant 
burglaries. Window guards are unavailable. Fur- 
thermore, sooner or later plumbing stacks will back 
up and flood the apartment with sewage. If there is 
a basement, which invariably accumulates debris, 
fires below are a real threat. Top floor apartments 
are not attractive because the roof will certainly leak. 
High story apartments in elevator buildings should 
be avoided, because the machinery is likely to be 
out of order much of the time. Heat will probably 
not reach very high. Apartments at the blank ends 
of a building are undesirable because water will be 
blown into the apartment through the wall during 
heavy rains and winds. 

17. Western observers tended to be impressed in the 
early years by the sheer size of the housing effort. 
A number of inane and uninformed statements ap- 
peared in books and articles, such as: “Russians can 
tolerate massive blocks for housing because they 
make friends easily and establish networks of mutual 
support and conviviality.” 

18. Since washers and dryers were unavailable, residents 
used tubs and sinks for hand laundry. Communal 
outdoor drying places are not used because of ram- 
pant pilferage. Residents with balconies hang laundry 
there. Because local sanitation systems are unrelia- 
ble, residents have to bring their refuse directly to 
the collection truck at the exact time when it makes 
the rounds. The trucks dump the accumulated gar- 
bage on a peripheral site. There is no sanitary landfill 
system. 

19. Riga was not subject to aerial carpet bombing, but 
rather extensive street fighting in World War 11. 
Hence, damage was extensive, but not concentrated. 
Many structures were destroyed, primarily corner 
buildings, not entire blocks. 

20. Professional associations of architects, journalists, 
writers, pharmacists, and others had been able to 
undertake major restoration work and equip their 
institutional ofices (club houses, in effect) with a 
splendid array of amenities through major assistance 
from the state. This aspect of their lives was privi- 
leged. With today’s economic and social reforms, 
these subsidies are likely to cease, and professional 
organizations will have to depend on their own re- 
sources, as is the case in the West. 

21. Besides many tourist guide publications describing 
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Old Riga, there are several books, most in Latvian 
and Russian, which provide exhaustive inventories 
of the historic buildings and blocks (Birznieks 1955; 
Kise and Plaucins 1956; Upitis 1978; Caune 1985; 
Aurora Art Publishers 1980). 

22. The Soviets had actually implemented a dedicated 
financing program for the restoration of monuments 
and landmarks. The funds came from a small sur- 
charge on minimal rents for all apartments in historic 
districts. 

23. Some exteriors were restored and facades were re- 
painted, often in elaborate decorative patterns fol- 
lowing historic models. In a few instances, the colors 
were garish, but because Soviet-made paint was 
used, the buildings will likely fade to a pleasant pa- 
tina very soon. 

24. This planning concept, now labeled “gigantism,” 
pervaded much of industrial development. The So- 
viets built very large units, at a most impressive scale, 
seeking efficiency and propaganda value. The To- 
gliatti auto plant on the Volga and the Brezhnev 
(now Neberezhnye Chelny) truck plant on the Kama 
are the best known instances. It was found later that 
this approach had limited utility and productive 
benefits and generated large expenditures in total 
operations. 

25. New York City, for example, lacks a large civic space 
to accommodate mass gatherings, whether they are 
victory celebrations, rock concerts, or presidential 
addresses. A parade up Broadway is constrained, 
Times Square has acquired a seedy character, Central 
Park becomes trampled and littered, and the stadiums 
are remote. Yet, no one would suggest carving out 
and paving thirteen acres (as in Red Square, Mos- 
cow) or ninety-eight acres (as in Tiananmen Square, 
Beijing) in the middle of Manhattan. 

26. Riga began construction of a central square in the 
core of the old town on the river before World War 
I1 as a setting for a projected city hall. This area was 
“enlarged” by bomb damage and the deliberate re- 
moval of the salvageable ruins of some very impor- 
tant buildings. The Soviet regime constructed clumsy 
peripheral buildings and transformed it with mon- 
uments into the Square of the Latvian Riflemen, but 
the area was never large enough to serve as a major 
political gathering place. Early on, the Soviets de- 
veloped an official plan to create such a plaza north 
of Old Riga, on the river, with a backdrop of clus- 
tered tall government office buildings, of which only 
one was constructed. The platform and steps of this 
grouping would have provided the formal setting for 
parades and rallies. A stone announcing this project 
was unveiled decades ago, but year after year the 
city authorities took no steps toward implementation. 

27. There are historic parallels of autocratic or colonial 
powers concentrating their building efforts in single 
structures rather than broad-based development. 
Examples include the administrative centers of Eu- 

ropean colonies in Asia and Africa, the towns of the 
conquistadors in Latin America, the edifices of Nazi 
Germany and Fascist Italy, and the presidential pal- 
aces of contemporary dictators. 

28. It is also unclear why a relatively small republic 
would need so much space with many meeting rooms 
and auditoriums for its Academy of Sciences. Under 
the Soviets, it was an organization of tremendous 
prestige, staffed by people who received research 
grants directly from the government and had no 
teaching responsibilities. Under the new political 
system, the academic world is being reformed toward 
the Western model. A new tenant for the building 
may have to be found. 

29. The debate about tall buildings in old cities with 
special character is not unique to Riga. Paris, Phil- 
adelphia, and Bangkok are prominent other exam- 
ples. Riga’s other new tall structures appear not to 
be bothersome because they are not within or near 
the old core. They include a television tower and 
center on an island upriver, a twenty-story press and 
journalism building across the river from the old 
town, and the pylon of a cable-stayed bridge next to 
the downtown. 
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